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Abstract

We present experimental results and a simulation in two dimensions of the expansion and
bursting of aggregates of Hydra cells formed from an initially disordered mixture. In the
experiments, after cell sorting, the aggregate rounds and swells until violent bursts occur, forcibly
expelling internal 6uid and loose cells. We use Monte Carlo techniques to simulate the bursts
in two dimensions. Initially, we consider a ring made of a monolayer of cells enveloping an
internal 6uid. Each cell and the internal medium have their areas controlled by target area size.
Increasing the target area of the internal cavity causes the aggregate to swell. We observe that
aggregates of cells with higher surface tension generate higher internal pressure. In the simula-
tions the cell ring bursts when it is too thin to endure 6uctuations in the cellular membranes.
The process is relevant to embryonic development. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Morphogenesis presents many questions related to how tissues self-organize during
embryonic development. The DNA of living organisms stores the required information
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more as a recipe than as a body plan, in the sense that many morphogenetic processes
take place with their time evolution strongly determined by inescapable physical and
chemical laws. The understanding of the dynamics of these phenomena is made diHcult
by the diversity of parameters and mechanisms acting simultaneously and, most of
the time, non-linearly. Strictly controlled experiments and environments provide high
valued opportunities to constrain some of these variables.
Cavity formation is important in morphogenesis. It appears very early in phylogenetic

evolution and is present in almost all multicellular organisms. For example, blastulation
is the stage of the developing animal embryo that results from the cleavage of a
fertilized egg. This stage resembles a hollow ball with the dividing cells of the embryo
forming a layer around a central cavity [1]. What triggers cavity formation and what
mechanisms participate in its development are issues under investigation.
Several simple organisms like Hydra and marine sponges can regenerate a functional

organism from a compact random cell aggregate obtained by centrifuging dissociated
cells [2]. Hydra is a simple animal whose cylindrical body is formed by two cell layers
(inner endoderm and outer ectoderm) separated by an extracellular matrix (mesoglea)
and enveloping the gastric cavity. This simple body plan makes Hydra especially useful
as a model of cavity formation, since during regeneration endodermal and ectodermal
cells must sort, produce mesoglea, and rebuild the gastric cavity.
Regeneration begins with the aggregates rounding up until they become spherical,

with cell types sorting to form two concentric layers [3]. In some sense, the sorting
process resembles the phase segregation of mixtures of non-miscible liquids, e.g., a
small amount of oil mixed with water. The water and oil segregate, with the oil
forming discs on the water surface. These disks then coalesce. More generally, two
liquids codispersed in a container may either mix or phase separate, depending on
the interfacial tension between them. Steinberg [4] Krst suggested the analogy between
dissociated cell mixtures and codispersed liquids, proposing a biological analogue to the
surface tension. In analogy to liquids, the aggregates may reach conKgurations that are
energetically stable due to the ability of cells to move under the competitive in6uence
of adhesion forces and membrane 6uctuations driven by the cytoskeleton, that here play
the role of thermal noise and allow the cells to diBuse through the aggregate. Adhesion
forces between biological cells are due to specialized adhesion molecules expressed on
the cell surface. DiBerent cell types selectively express diBerent members of the many
families of adhesion molecules, resulting in diBerent adhesion intensities between cell
types. Experiments have conKrmed that aggregates of biological cells present features
that are analogous to highly viscous liquid behavior, including surface tension [4,5].
The diBerential adhesion theory then proposes that forces generated by surface tension
play an important role in the position rearrangement of cells in aggregates e.g., the
sorting of ectodermal and endodermal cells in Hydra [6–8].
For Hydra cell aggregates to regenerate into fully functional organisms, the aggregate

must establish the correct ratio between the numbers of endodermal and ectodermal
cells. Recent numerical studies predict that relative concentrations of diBerent cell types
may aBect the dynamics of cell sorting [9,10]. Aggregates with initial ratios far from
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1 : 1 by volume tend to slough oB the excess cell type into the surrounding medium
[11], suggesting that the ectodermal cells at the endodermal–ectodermal bilayer interface
become polar, reducing their apical adhesivity to cause the excess cells to detach.
We are currently investigating this regulation mechanism in more detail, but in the
simulations we present in this paper we assume isotropic cells since our model considers
only a monolayer of cells with no mesoglea, which is correlated with the polarity of
the cells.
In this paper we experimentally investigate the initial stages of Hydra cell aggregate

regeneration after cell sorting, namely, cavity expansion and ectodermal and endodermal
monolayer formation, which relate to the physical and chemical processes underlying
gastric cavity formation. This artiKcial experiment reduces the signiKcance of regu-
latory gene programs since all cells are adult and diBerentiated and no diBerentiation
from endoderm to ectoderm occurs [12]. We also numerically simulated diBerential ad-
hesion mechanisms using a two-dimensional extended Potts model. In the simulations,
diBerential adhesion and osmotic pumping suHce to explain gastric cavity formation
in Hydra, qualitatively reproducing its main events.

2. Material and methods

In our experiments, we dissociate several animals into single cells using standard
protocols [13]. We breed normal Hydra vulgaris in a disease-free culture at 18◦C.
We then choose 20–30 starved animals and cut oB their heads and feet. We wash
them 3 times with ice-cold Hydra medium (HM) and twice with ice-cold dissociation
medium (DM). We incubate in the DM for about 30 min, place the bodies on a
glass plate and chop very Knely with a single edged razor blade. We then break the
tissue into cells and cell clusters by vigorous pipetting in a test-tube. Filtering the
cell solution through a 53 �m mesh produces a suspension with only single cells and
small cell clusters. We centrifuge the cell suspension at 1500 rpm for 7 min to form
a Krm pellet consisting of a random mixture of the two Hydra vulgaris cell types.
We remove the pellet and cut it into small aggregates, 200–400 �m in diameter. We
place each aggregate in a cell well for observation with an inverted optical microscope
(Olympus IMT-2). The microscope feeds a CCD camera connected to an S-VHS video
recorder and a computer. We monitor the diBerent stages of aggregate development by
capturing images and digitizing at regular time intervals. In some cases, we make time
lapse movies to view cell movement during reorganization.

3. Experimental results

Twelve hours after centrifugation, the pellet rounds up, forming a spherical aggre-
gate with a layer of less cohesive ectodermal cells surrounding an endodermal cell
layer and a core of partially sorted cells. After rounding, the aggregate swells, almost
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doubling in size 15–16 h after centrifugation. After 17–20 h the endo-ectoderm bilayer
separates from the rest of the cells in the interior which now loosely 6oat in the liquid
accumulated in the internal cavity.
The swelling appears analogous to the building up of an internal liquid pressure

slightly larger than the external medium pressure [14] which in an intact animal pre-
vents the gastric cavity from collapsing. Possible mechanisms include: (i) passive os-
motic equilibration through cell membranes, since the external medium is hypotonic
to the interior of the aggregate, e.g., if the internal cells lyse due to lack of oxygen
or due to lack of diBusion of excreted potassium, (ii) active ionic pumping, which
is known to function in intact bilayers from adults, and (iii) diBusion through extra-
cellular channels. Besides swelling, the aggregate starts reorganizing: the outer layer
of ectodermal cells and underlying layer of endodermal cells are epithelial in nature
and probably become polarized due to the appearance of mesoglea between them. In
the regenerating aggregate, qualitative changes in the contact surfaces between individ-
ual cells probably stabilize the cavity: the formation of mesoglea between the layers
and of gap junctions and other junctions within the endodermal and ectodermal mono-
layers prevent leakage of liquid from the cavity into the external medium. Previous
studies have shown that, for large aggregates that form many heads after full regen-
eration, no immuno6uorescent signal for mesoglea appeared until about 17 h after
pellet formation [15,16], consistent with our observation that about this time the ex-
cess internal cells separate from the ecto-endoderm bilayer and 6oat loosely in the
increased internal cavity liquid. This means that the cells have already become polar-
ized. Furthermore, as our aggregates were small, forming only one head after full
regeneration, cell sorting times are shorter and we expect earlier mesoglea formation
and polarization.
In an intact animal water expulsion through the mouth periodically compensates

for the constant liquid in6ux. In the regenerating aggregate before body reorganization,
this expulsion is not possible since a mouth has not yet formed, so the aggregate
swells. At some critical size, a hole opens up in the visibly thin cell layers and the ag-
gregate bursts, forcibly expelling the contents of the interior, including 6uid and loose
cells. Bursting repeats a few times before the aggregate starts elongating to regenerate
a new animal. Typically, the Krst burst happens after 21 h of pellet formation, but this
time may vary with aggregate initial size. Fig. 1 shows a few stages of the cavity
formation in Hydra cell aggregates.

4. Simulations

We consider here numerical simulations of cavity expansion and bursting in two-
dimensional cell aggregates. The model [17–21] is based on the diBerential adhesion
hypothesis and is deKned as follows: at each site (i; j) of a square lattice with di-
mensions L × L we deKne a spin that may assume any integer value (a Potts spin).
The set of all sites with equal spin S deKnes a cell, labeled by S. We consider
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Fig. 1. Microscope images of an experimental aggregate before and after bursting. The aggregate has ap-
proximately 105 cells and is 400 �m in diameter.

three major mechanisms acting simultaneously: adhesion between cells, internal pres-
sure that prevents the cells from collapsing, and random 6uctuations of cell membranes.
Adhesion between cells originates in the interaction between each spin and its 20

surrounding neighbors (up to fourth neighbors to avoid pinning to the square lattice).
The lowest interaction energy, here taken as zero, happens between equal spins, sim-
ulating the absence of surface tension between sites belonging to the same cell. The
energy between diBerent cells is taken to be positive and when diBerent types of cells
are considered, the interaction energy may also be diBerent, depending on the types
involved in the interaction. Actually, the intensity of each possible interaction must
be speciKed. Hence, for example, for a system made of an aggregate of cells of one
type only plus internal liquid and external medium we must deKne the values for the
interaction between spins belonging to diBerent cells, to a cell and internal medium,
to a cell and external medium, and Knally between external and internal media. This
results in a surface energy term that describes the interaction between contacting cells
and between cell and media. It is proportional to the shared interface length, with a
proportionality constant depending on the neighboring cell types to re6ect diBerential
adhesion strengths (from now on the media are treated as two other cell types).
To model resistance of the cells and internal medium to compression, we consider

also an area constraint term besides the surface energy. This second term is taken to
be proportional to the square of the deviation of each cell area from its target area,
AT (S), deKned for each cell type and medium. The parameter � plays the role of a
Lagrange multiplier for this constraint and regulates cell compressibility. The complete
energy used in the Monte Carlo protocol is

H =
∑
ij

∑
i′j′
ESij ; Si′j′ (1− �Sij ; Si′j′ ) + �

∑
S

[a(S)− AT (S)]2 ; (1)

where a(S) is the area of cell S; Sij is the spin at site (i; j), and ESij ; Si′j′ is the interaction
energy between neighboring sites labeled by Sij and Si′j′ . If Sij = Si′j′ then ESij ; Si′j′ =0
since in this case both sites belong to the same cell.
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We implement the simulations as follows. At each time step we randomly
choose a lattice site (i; j) and one of its eight closest neighbors. We then propose that
the site assumes the neighboring spin value S ′ and accept with probability P:

P(S → S ′)=

{
exp(−NH=T ) if NH ¿ 0 ;

1 if NH6 0 ;
(2)

where NH is the variation in energy produced by the change of spin values. The
unit of time, a Monte Carlo step (MCS), is taken as L2 exchange attempts, where
L2 is the total number of sites in the lattice. To simulate slow liquid in6ux, the
target area of the internal medium increases by one unit per Monte Carlo step,
approximating a thermodynamic quasi-static process.
In this model the simulation temperature T relates to active cell membrane motion.

Higher T implies higher membrane activity and vice-versa. T simulates membrane
6uctuations driven by the cytoskeleton in real cells and should not be confused with
much smaller 6uctuations due to thermal energy [19].
We use a square lattice with 300 × 300 sites and an initial circular aggregate with

an internal cavity Klled with (internal) medium surrounded by a monolayer of cells of
the same type. The results show that in this case compression energy costs, ruled by
the values of target areas, determine the essential dynamics of bursting. This happens
because when individual cells deform easily their aggregates are robust, delaying burst-
ing and swelling more. Cell size, determined by the cell target area, strongly determines
how easily a cell may be deformed, whereas the number of cells in the aggregate
regulates the 6uctuations in the cell monolayer width, which is a relevant cause of
bursting. We then considered three batches of simulations to investigate the eBect of
varying both cell numbers and target areas. Simulation batches A and B set cell target
area AT =225 sites with N =12 and 24 cells, respectively, in the monolayer, while
simulation batch C considers cell target area AT =117 sites and N =24 cells in the
monolayer. In each batch we monitored runs with three diBerent temperatures and Kve
values of cell–cell adhesion energy Ecc. For each set of parameters we performed ten
diBerent runs with diBerent random numbers sequences. Qualitatively, the behaviors of
all batches are the same, and equal target areas caused aggregates in batches A and
B to burst when the cells in the monolayer had stretched equal amounts. Finally, we
note that we can set �=1 since only ratios such as Ecc=� and T=Ecc matter. Also, the
values of interaction energies are such that deviations from target area imply compar-
atively high energy costs and cells and internal medium behave as if Klled with nearly
incompressible 6uids.
External medium surrounds the aggregate. Internal and external media are taken to

be neutral with respect to each other, mixing perfectly (EMiMe =0). External medium
has no area constraint, so its area varies freely. An area constraint on the internal
medium, also with �=1, and a gradually increasing target area simulate the constant
liquid in6ux to the cavity. The surface tensions (�) on the interfaces between cells
and internal and external media—Mi and Me—derive from the coupling energies in
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Eq. (1) by

�cMi = EcMi −
Ecc
2
;

�cMe = EcMe −
Ecc
2
; (3)

where Ecc is the interaction energy between cells and EcM between cells and media
[17–21]. Interaction energies between cells and media are equal with EcMe =EcMi =16
(energy units=length unit) making the surface tensions between cells and both media
to be the same and we will drop the subindices in what follows. In diBerent simulation
runs, the coupling energy between cells in the ring varies from Ecc=10 to 20, so �
varies from 6 to 11 (energy units=length unit).
Here we consider only one cell layer, of either endodermal or ectodermal cells. For

multiple layers we must take into account that the presence of mesoglea might polarize
cells [1], which we plan to investigate in a future study. Our present goal is to test
the power of diBerential adhesion to explain experimental swelling and bursting of
regenerating aggregates. The dynamics minimizes the interfacial energy of a ring of
adherent cells constrained to envelope an incompressible internal 6uid. The interaction
energy between cells in the ring is lower than the energy between cells and the media
and hence the lowest energy state corresponds to a compact cell aggregate without
internal medium, that is, the initial pattern is metastable. The aggregate may reduce
adhesion energy by expelling the internal medium, but for that an energy barrier must
be surpassed and the wider the ring, the higher the energy barrier.
When the cell monolayer is thin enough, membrane 6uctuations may open a hole

in the cell ring and allow the internal 6uid to 6ow out, causing a transition from
the initial metastable state to the compact aggregate. As temperature is constant during
the simulation, ring rupture is not caused by an increase in the 6uctuation amplitude
but by the thinning of the ring as the area of internal medium increases. As long as the
6uctuations are not enough to break the wall, all measured quantities behave smoothly.
Preliminary results of simulations in three dimensions show that after expelling some
of the internal medium the cell shell heals and closes, conserving some of the internal
medium, swelling again, and repeating the burst, as experimentally observed.

5. Simulations results

We monitored the areas of the cells and the internal medium area as the internal
medium target area is increased by one unit each Monte Carlo step. We found that
the internal medium area (ai) grows linearly in time and we used ai as our unit of
time. We also found that both cells and internal medium are always slightly smaller
than their respective target areas, so a small increase in area of cells in the ring or
of internal medium decreases the target area energy term. Consequently, the drive to
restore areas to their target values creates an outward pressure exerted by the cells on
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of the time evolution of a simulated aggregate with 24 cells of target area 117 sites (batch
C). (a) 10 MCS, (b) 210 MCS, (c) 500 MCS, (d) 520 MCS.

their membranes and by the internal medium on the cells. The result is that the en-
veloping cell monolayer stretches, elongating the cells and increasing the contact length
between ring cells and media and thus increasing adhesion energy. On the other hand,
the drive to restore the contact length to smaller values contributes with an inward
pressure exerted on the internal medium. The equilibration of the inward pressure, due
to the adhesion energy, and the outward pressure, due to cell and internal medium
compression, determines the aggregate radius for each value of the internal medium
target area. Also, it is worth noting that as � is relatively large, after equilibration cells
are always close to their target area values (a(S)=AT (S)¿ 0:92) so the related energy
contribution is small.
Fig. 2 presents snapshots of the time evolution of one simulation for batch C (N =24

cells and AT =117) for T =15 and �=8:5. The cells elongate and the ring thins as
the cavity area increases and eventually bursts, expelling the internal medium. At this
point the cells start to round up again to minimize their contact length with both media
(Fig. 3). As the two loose ends of the monolayer do not reconnect, aggregates may
never heal after a burst in two dimensions.
Fig. 4 shows the total energy as a function of internal area ai for batch C, from the

initial time up to the burst. The slope in this graph is the internal pressure, as shown
below. The total energy is

H =Hadh + Hcells + Hint ; (4)

where Hadh; Hcells, and Hint are, respectively, the energy contributions from the adhe-
sion, cell area, and internal medium area terms. DiBerentiating Eq. (4) with respect
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Fig. 3. Final state of an aggregate with 24 cells of target area 117 sites (batch C) after 990 MCS.

Fig. 4. Plot of the total energy as a function of the area of the internal medium for batch C (24 cells of
target area 117 sites) and surface tensions 6, 8.5, and 11. The inset lists corresponding temperatures.

to the total area (Atot) yields the pressure. Since Atot =
∑

S a(S) + ai and
∑

S a(S) is
approximately constant, we may write

Ptot =
@H
@Atot

=
@H
@ai

: (5)
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Fig. 5. Internal pressure of the aggregates for surface tensions 6, 7.25, 8.5, 9.75, and 11. The number of
cells and cell target area for batches A, B, and C are, respectively, 12 cells and 225 sites, 24 cells and 225
sites and Knally 24 cells and 117 sites.

In Fig. 4 we see no signaling that a burst will occur before it does, in accordance
with experiments in which the aggregate swelling is quasi-static until the moment
of bursting. In fact the swelling is so slow that no change is perceptible over time
intervals of less than 1 h. We show data for diBerent temperatures and surface tensions
between cells and media. Following our data we note that, for the chosen parameters
values, temperature eBects are less important than values of surface tension, since the
curves cluster into three sets determined by their surface tensions. The plots are straight
lines, showing constant pressure during aggregate swelling. All our simulations show
qualitatively similar behavior.
Fig. 5 plots the pressure as a function of the surface tension of the aggregates, for

diBerent temperatures and the three batches. The simulations with more cells show
smaller relative 6uctuations in pressure, as expected. Pressure in the three batches dif-
fer, but all increase with surface tension. Batches A and C, with diBerent numbers
of cells (12 and 24) and diBerent target areas (225 and 117), have roughly the same
ring area for the same internal medium area. However, pressure is clearly smaller for
batch C aggregates where the target area is smaller. The reason is that pressure re6ects
the energy per total area stored in adhesion and target area deviations. To understand
this eBect, consider the case of two circular rings with the same internal and exter-
nal radii, Ri and Re, respectively, and the same areas aR= �(R2e − R2i ), one with n
equal cells of target area aT , and the other with 2n equal cells of target area aT =2.
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Considering the energy deKned in Eq. (1), the energies of the rings are

E(n)=EcMe2�Re + EcMi2�Ri + nEcc(Re − Ri) + n�(aR=n− aT )2;

E(2n)=EcMe2�Re + EcMi2�Ri + 2nEcc(Re − Ri) + 2n�(aR=(2n)− aT =2)2; (6)

so E(n)− E(2n)= n�(aR=n− aT )2=2− nEcc(Re − Ri). For large internal areas, the ring
stretches and Re − Ri is small. Hence, for large �, energy in the 2n cells aggregate
with half target area is smaller, implying smaller pressure, since total area is the same
for both systems.
Turning our attention to batches A and B, we compare aggregates with the same

target area (225) cells, but diBerent numbers of cells (12 and 24). In this case, pressure
is smaller for the aggregates with more cells because they stretch less, decreasing the
target area energy. Also, a larger fraction of the cells perimeters are shared between
two cells rather than cell and medium, reducing adhesion energy. Consequently, the
stored energy is smaller for ring aggregates with more cells.
Thus, these simulations show that both smaller target areas and larger numbers of

cells reduce the pressure in the aggregates. This result holds when interface minimiza-
tion determines cell shape and eBects of the cytoskeleton, rigid membranes or other
specialized mechanisms are not considered.
Eq. (6) shows that the same total stretching of the aggregate costs less energy for

monolayers with more cells with smaller target areas, that is, a smaller target area
implies more compressible cells. For an isolated cell in external medium, the optimal
geometry is a round cell that maximizes its area for a given perimeter. Deviations from
a circle reduce areas for the same perimeter and, for the cells in the stretched ring,
increase deviations from the target area. When the internal area grows, the cell ring
stretches more and the cells become thinner, with both target area and adhesion energy
terms increasing. In this case, more deformable (smaller) cells which can elongate more
and form wider cell–cell interfaces, are more robust to membrane 6uctuations capable
of opening a hole in the monolayer. Consequently, for aggregates with the same ring
area (i.e., batches A and C) bursting occurs later when the ring contains more cells
with smaller target areas.
In Fig. 6 we plot time (internal area) at burst as a function of surface tension.

Clearly, batch C simulations burst after batch A for the same surface tension and tem-
perature. Batch B simulations burst still later because the ring area is larger and it must
swell more before stretching to a critical value. In Figs. 7 and 8 we plot the ring width
and average area of the cells at the moment of bursting as a function of the surface
tension for the three batches. The ring widths at burst are similar for batches A and B
but are larger for batch C simulations, indicating that the cells deformed less, deviat-
ing less from the target area, consistent with earlier bursting. In other words, rounder
less deformed cells form shorter cell–cell interfaces and hence are more vulnerable to
bursting. Also, average cell area and ring width at burst are the same for batches A
and B, which have equal target areas.
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Fig. 6. Area of the internal cavity at burst for surface tensions 6, 7.25, 8.5, 9.75, and 11. The number of
cells and cell target area for batches A, B, and C are, respectively, 12 cells and 225 sites, 24 cells and 225
sites and Knally 24 cells and 117 sites.

Fig. 7. Plot of the average width of the monolayer at burst for surface tensions 6, 7.25, 8.5, 9.75, and 11.
The number of cells and cell target area for batches A, B, and C are, respectively, 12 cells and 225 sites,
24 cells and 225 sites and Knally 24 cells and 117 sites.
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Fig. 8. Plot of the average area of the cells at burst for surface tensions 6, 7.25, 8.5, 9.75, and 11. The
number of cells and cell target area for batches A, B, and C are, respectively, 12 cells and 225 sites, 24
cells and 225 sites and Knally 24 cells and 117 sites.

6. Conclusions

Bursts in regenerating aggregates of Hydra cells simultaneously expel internal liquid
and loose cells. We suggest that these bursts are a consequence of internal pressure
caused by liquid in6ux that, in an intact animal, are essential to prevent internal cavity
collapse.
To test this hypothesis we performed numerical simulations in two dimensions and

showed that diBerential adhesion theory with boundary conditions that simulate liquid
6ow into the internal cavity reproduces the main qualitative features of the bursts:
the aggregates swell, the cell monolayers thin down to a critical thickness and burst.
The simulations also predict that aggregates of smaller cells have lower internal pres-
sure and burst later than same size aggregates containing fewer, larger cells. Also,
larger surface tensions between cells and media generate higher internal pressure.
DiBerential adhesion mechanisms and liquid in6ux suHce to explain bursts in cell
aggregates.
Our experiments used small aggregates which burst before they elongate, a necessary

step for complete Hydra regeneration. Larger aggregates take longer to burst. In these
cases, muscular contractions can also occur and in6uence the bursts. We are currently
investigating the dependence of burst dynamics on initial aggregate size.
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